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Abstract
This paper is focused on the study of earthquake size statistical distribution
by using Bayesian inference. The strategy consists in the definition of an a priori
distribution based on instrumental seismicity, and modeled as a power law dis-
tribution. By using the observed historical data, the power law is then modified
in order to obtain the posterior distribution. The aim of this paper is to define
the earthquake size distribution using all the seismic database available (i.e., in-
strumental and historical catalogs) and a robust statistical technique. We apply
this methodology to the Italian seismicity, dividing the territory in source zones
as done for the seismic hazard assessment, taken here as a reference model. The
results suggest that each area has its own peculiar trend: while the power law is
able to capture the mean aspect of the earthquake size distribution, the posterior
emphasizes different slopes in different areas. Our results are in general agreement
with the ones used in the seismic hazard assessment in Italy. However, there are
areas in which a flattening in the curve is shown, meaning a significant departure
from the power law behavior and implying that there are some local aspects that
a power law distribution is not able to capture.
Online material Results of the analysis applying the statistical completeness.
Keywords: Earthquake size distribution, Bayesian inference, Italian seismicity,
Seismic hazard
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1 Introduction
In probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (see e.g., SSHAC, 1997), the study of the
past seismicity is a fundamental element to model the occurrence of future ground
shaking. Under the assumption of a stationary seismogenic process, in a standard
approach (Cornell, 1968; McGuire, 1976) the seismic hazard is evaluated by study-
ing seismicity in terms of time and magnitude recurrence laws from a probabilistic
point of view, and by defining ground-motion attenuation relationships, after the
identification of active seismic zones.
In Italy, seismic hazard analysis is usually carried out on historical seismicity
(CPTI04, CPTI Working Group, 2004), like it has been done for the official seismic
hazard map of Italy (MPS04, MPS Working Group, 2004), a work that represents
the state-of-the-art in Italy for what concerns the seismic hazard. As each seismic
zone has its own frequency of earthquake occurrence, in low frequency seismic zones
this reflects a very small number of available historical events to be used for hazard
model calibration, affecting the reliability of the model parameters. In this study,
we would like to enhance the data set used for hazard model calibration regarding
the earthquake size distribution, by properly taking into account instrumental
seismicity, even if it contains a large number of small events, not suitable for
classical seismic hazard models.
Bayesian inference is the process of fitting a probability model to a set of
observations and summarizing the results with a probability distribution for the
parameters of the model. Its applications span over several scientific and econom-
ical disciplines, showing some interesting aspects. First, according to Bayesian
philosophy, Bayesian inference allows to simultaneously take into account, giving
proper weights, heterogeneous sources of information on the process under study,
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such as theoretical models, prior beliefs, and observations. In this view, Bayesian
inference can provide an estimate of the quantity of interest even in the case of
few observations available, if there are prior models. Secondly, Bayesian infer-
ence allows the estimation of the uncertainty on the results obtained. In dealing
with a complex process (i.e., governed by several degrees of freedom of compara-
ble weight) such as the seismogenic one, the treatment of aleatory and epistemic
uncertainties is of primary importance. In particular, the aleatory uncertainty is
associated to the intrinsic stochasticity of the process, resulting in an unavoidable
impossibility of predicting deterministically its evolution. The epistemic uncer-
tainty represents our limited knowledge of the system. An overview of this point
can be found in Woo (1999), Field et al. (2003) and MacKay (2003). While it is
possible to reduce this latter type of uncertainty (e.g., by increasing the number of
data points or improving the physical knowledge of the phenomenon), the aleatory
one is independent on our degree of knowledge and cannot be lowered.
Because of these features, Bayesian inference can be an interesting instrument
to study the probabilistic law governing earthquake size. For example, Agostinetti
and Rotondi (2003) by using Bayesian belief network investigated the dependence
relationship between the size of the earthquakes in a sequence and their time of
occurrence. Our study instead makes Bayesian inference on the parameters of
the size distribution of events able to generate damage in Italy, i.e., earthquakes
with magnitude Mw ≥ 4.65 (MPS04). In detail, we use instrumental seismicity to
calibrate a diffuse (i.e., with a large epistemic uncertainty) prior model, and we
refine it into the posterior model by means of historical catalog. In this way we
can provide more accurate estimates for model parameters.
In principle, the results obtained can be incorporated in a probabilistic seismic
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hazard study for Italian damaging seismicity.
2 Data
The input data for this analysis are the seismic zonation ZS9 (Meletti et al., 2008),
the seismic catalog CPTI04 (CPTI Working Group, 2004) and the CSI catalog
(Catalogo Strumentale Italiano, Chiarabba et al., 2005; Castello et al., 2007).
2.1 The seismic zones model ZS9
ZS9 (Figure 1) is the product of consensus from an expert team of researchers and
it is an ingredient of the seismic hazard map for Italy (MPS04). The model was de-
signed for the application in country-wide probabilistic seismic hazard assessment
and it is largely based on data collected in the last 10 years, including historical
earthquakes and instrumental seismicity, active faults and their seismogenic po-
tential, and seismotectonic evidence from recent earthquakes. ZS9 is made out of
36 zones where earthquakes with Mw ≥ 5 are expected and every zone is charac-
terized also by its mean seismogenic depth and predominant focal mechanism. For
a detailed description of the requirements the zonation model has to satisfy and
for the input data used to build ZS9 up, we refer to Meletti et al. (2008).
2.2 The Parametric Catalog of Italian Earthquakes
The Parametric Catalog of Italian Earthquakes (CPTI04) is the most updated
and complete catalog for the historical events above damage threshold in Italy.
It contains events from 217 b.C. to 2002. Like ZS9, CPTI04 is one of the input
element of the MPS04 seismic hazard map of Italy. During the MPS04 elaboration
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the content of CPTI04 catalog was deeply analyzed in order to define the time-
interval completeness and seismicity rates. TheMw magnitude ranges between 4.65
and 7.41; according to the MPS04, the magnitude is binned into 12 classes with
increment equal to 0.23. The time-interval completeness of the CPTI04 catalog
was estimated for each zone of ZS9 and for each class of magnitude according
two different approaches: one approach is mainly historical, based on the analysis
of the archive completeness; the second one is mainly statistical (for details, see
MPS04). Tables 1 and 2 summarize the temporal windows of completeness and
the number of events used in the analysis for all zones and magnitude classes, for
the historical and statistical completeness, respectively.
2.3 The instrumental catalog
The CSI catalog (Chiarabba et al., 2005; Castello et al., 2007) is a collection
of revised hypocentral locations of the earthquakes occurred in the Italian terri-
tory. Maintained by the INGV, it contains data collected by a network of seismic
stations, active since 1981, spanning the time period 1981-2002. We check the
completeness of the catalog with the cumulative of the events, finding that it is
complete for Ml ≥ 2.9 for events with shallow and intermediate hypocenters (depth
≤ 70km, to agree with CPTI04). We shall see in section 3.2.1 the reason for using
this data set.
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3 The method of Bayesian inference
3.1 General description
Different from the frequentist approach, in a Bayesian perspective there is not a
“true” value for the variables of interest, but they are represented by a probability
density function (pdf). In this view, Bayesian inference is the instrument used
to best estimate the parameters of that pdf. Practically, this is accomplished by
merging a prior model for the variables (constituting the so-called prior distribu-
tion, [θ]prior, where θ is the vector of the variables, and the square brackets denote
a pdf) with a set of past observations (y), in order to maximize the probability of
having observed those data with that prior model in mind. The output of Bayesian
inference is thus a posterior distribution ([θ|y]) for the variables of the model. The
practical way used for combining prior distribution and data is the Bayes’ theorem:
[θ|y] = [θ]prior[y|θ]
[y]
(1)
where [y|θ] is the so-called likelihood function (representing the probability of
observing data y given parameters θ), and [y] is a normalizing factor accounting
for the total probability of observing the data y. With Bayesian inference the
uncertainty on θ is also provided. In particular, while the mean of the posterior
pdf represents an estimation of the intrinsic randomness of the process (aleatory
uncertainty), its variance is an estimation of the epistemic uncertainty, due to our
limited knowledge of the process. As mentioned above, the latter can be reduced
by increasing the amount of observations available, if the prior model does not rule
out the “true” model, (i.e., θprior(truemodel) = 0). To avoid this extreme case, we
will choose a prior model that does not rule out any possibility.
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3.2 Our application
In this study, the random variable of our system θ represent the probability of a
given earthquake size in the different zones in Italy, conditional to the hypothesis
that a damaging event will occur in future. In particular,
θ = (θ1, ...θ12) (2)
where the 12 elements of vector θ represent the probabilities of 12 different possible
classes of earthquake sizes, as binned by MPS04; the 12 classes derive from the
consideration that magnitudes for the historical earthquakes come from a rough
conversion of the epicentral intensity. The Italian catalogs normally adopt the MCS
intensity scale, based on 12 degrees. For this reason, the range of magnitudes in
CPTI04 catalog was divided in order to have in each class earthquakes with the
same epicentral intensity (Mw class 1 corresponds to the intensity value of 5.5,
Mw class 2 corresponds to the intensity value of 6, and so on). Since the basic
hypothesis is that a damaging event will occur and the first class (with probability
θ1) represents the lowest class of magnitudes considered able to produce damage
(i.e., Mw ≥ 4.76 ± 0.115), the 12 binned classes of magnitude are a complete set
of mutually exclusive events, i.e.
12∑
i=1
θi = 1. (3)
In our application, the available past observations are counts of past earthquake
magnitudes in each of the 12 magnitude bins. Since each earthquake has a magni-
tude that is independent from the others, our past observations can be thought as
independent trials producing one of 12 possible mutually exclusive outcomes, each
characterized by a probability θj (j = 1, ...12). For this reason, we express the
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likelihood of the available past observations through a multinomial distribution:
[y|θ] =
 n
y1...ym
 (θ1)y1 ...(θm)ym (4)
where yj (j = 1, ...12) is the observed number of past earthquakes with magnitude
falling in the j-th size class, and n =
∑m
j=1 yj is the total number of past data
available.
In Bayesian inference, the choice of the shape of the prior pdf is subjective. In
this application, similarly to Marzocchi et al. (2004, 2008), we choose a Dirichlet
distribution for our prior model. Besides being the conjugate distribution of the
multinomial, implying a simplification in the evaluation of the posterior distribu-
tion (which, for this choice, remains a Dirichlet distribution, see e.g. Gelman et
al., 2004), we would also like to highlight three important reasons for choosing a
Dirichlet distribution. Firstly, we would like a unimodal prior for [θ]; secondly,
since our random variable [θ] is a probability, we need a pdf with domain [0,1];
lastly, the sample of the magnitude classes has to be a mutually exclusive and
exhaustive sample, i.e. the intersection has to be null and the union equals 1.
In our specific application, the prior Dirichlet distribution reads:
[θ] = Di(α1, ...α12) =
Γ(α1 + · · ·+ α12)
Γ(α1) · · ·Γ(α12) [θ1]
(α1−1) · · · [θ12](α12−1) (5)
where αj(j = 1, · · · , 12) are the parameters of the distribution and are greater then
0, and Γ(·) is the Gamma function.
For the j-th event, the first moment (i.e., the mean) is
E[θj] =
αj
α
(6)
where α =
∑m
j=1 αj, while the second moment (i.e., the variance)
V ar[θj] =
αj(α− αj)
α2(α + 1)
(7)
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(see Gelman et al., 2004). In our application, E[θj] represents our initial best
guess, for the probability of occurrence of an event in magnitude class j given the
occurrence of a damage event, while V ar[θj] represents our degree of confidence
on the best guess for magnitude class j. A noteworthy case occurs when α = m.
In this case, the variance is comparable to that of the uniform distribution (often
taken as the maximum ignorance distribution), and only one past observation is
potentially able to modify the best guess of such a large-variance prior model.
In such case, the epistemic uncertainty is very high (i.e., our knowledge is very
scarce).
The marginal distribution for a specific parameter θj of a Dirichlet distribution
is a Beta distribution
[θj] = Beta(αj; βj) =
Γ(αj + βj)
Γ(αj)Γ(βj)
θ
αj−1
j (1− θj)βj−1 (8)
where βj = α− αj.
As mentioned above, a Dirichlet distribution for the prior model conjugates
with a multinomial distribution for past data. This means that the posterior
density is still a Dirichlet, with updated posterior parameters:
[θ|y] = Di(α1 + y1, ...αm + ym) (9)
3.2.1 Prior distribution
For the definition of the prior distribution, we start by considering that the
frequency-magnitude relationship for earthquake occurrence follows a power law
distribution, known as the Gutenberg-Richter (G-R) relation (Gutenberg and
Richter, 1954). We decide that the prior distribution is the same for all the 36
zones that compose the ZS9 seismic zonation and for both the two completeness
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evaluations in tables 1 and 2. The calibration of the distribution is done using the
events from the CSI catalog (Chiarabba et al., 2005; Castello et al., 2007).
This data set contains many small events and very few events of damaging sizes
(however Mw < 6). In this view, it is not a very pertinent data set for our cali-
brating model, since it contains many events with a smaller magnitude than that
considered in seismic hazard analysis. However, since it contains many records, it
allows us to define a diffuse prior distribution even in the seismic zones with few
historical events. We then used the CPTI04 catalog to estimate the likelihood; this
is a more ”accurate” data set for our purpose because it contains many damaging
events. A problem we want to underline concerns the de-clustering of the catalogs.
CPTI04 has been designed for the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, using the
approach of Cornell (McGuire,1976; Cornell, 1968), i.e. with a random tempo-
ral earthquake occurrence. Therefore, CPTI04 is composed only by independent
events, while CSI catalog is not de-clustered. It is still debatable which dependent
events and mainshocks have the same frequency-magnitude distribution. In our
application, we assumed that the frequency-magnitude distribution of the whole
seismicity (i.e. independent and dependent events) is the same as the one of inde-
pendent events alone. We then convert Ml in Mw using the empirical relation in
MPS04; the b-value of the frequency-magnitude relationship is calculated with the
maximum likelihood method (Marzocchi and Sandri, 2003; Sandri and Marzocchi,
2007) and gives b = 1.17 ± 0.01 (figure 2). Assuming universality of the G-R, we
can extrapolate this b-value for greater events.
The relative probability of each binned class of magnitude is calculated by using
the G-R law with the estimated b-value. Then these frequencies are normalized
to 1. The meaning of this normalization is to impose that a damaging event (i.e.,
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with Mw > 4.65) will occur in the future within the area covered by the seismic
zonation. We therefore have 12 frequencies, fi (i = 1, · · · 12), with
∑12
i=1 fi = 1.
The parameters of the prior Dirichlet distribution (αj, j = 1, ...12) are then found
by imposing that:
1. for each of the 12 binned classes of magnitude, our best guess value is equal
to the frequency given from the power law distribution, i.e., E[θj] = fj, for
j = 1, ...12;
2. our degree of confidence on the best guess is the lowest possible, i.e., the
prior distribution has the maximum allowed variance: α = 12
By inverting equations 6 and 7 with these conditions, we obtain the 12 values
(α1,...α12), provided in table 3.
We realize that the resulting prior has a strong assumption, therefore it has
lowest degree of confidence. Other possible priors can be built fitting for each zone
a different b parameter using the CSI catalog or the CPTI04 catalog. In both cases,
the b parameter is fitted using a small data set for each zone and completeness;
moreover, in the latter hypothesis the prior and the likelihood are based on the
same data set. A point we want to stress is that the aim of this application is to
build a final result, i.e. the posterior, which is accurate rather than precise.
3.2.2 Likelihood function
We use both historical and statistical completeness estimates to get two indepen-
dent results. The values of table 3 are the starting point for both the two analysis.
For zone l (l = 1, · · · , 36) and for binned class of magnitude i (i = 1, · · · , 12),
within the temporal window of completeness we count the number nil of events
with magnitude Mw in the class and occurring in the zone according to CPTI04
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catalog. Since the length of temporal window of completeness is different for each
binned class of magnitude and zone, we cannot simply use these numbers nil as
the occurrences yl in equation 9. Because of this, we define the duration of the
temporal window of completeness for zone l and magnitude class i as til (tables 1
and 2). Therefore, in each zone l there are Nl data available, i.e., Nl =
∑12
i=1 nil.
From here it is possible to define the rate of events in class i and zone l as ril =
nil
til
.
We transform the rates into (fictitious) absolute numbers of occurrences as
yil = round(
Nlril∑12
k=1 rkl
) (10)
where the yil are rounded to the nearest integer, since they are fictitious counts of
past magnitudes in the various bins.
The computation of yil is based on two assumptions:
• the normalization of the rates to 1 (i.e., the division by ∑12k=1 rkl) implies
that the final distribution is conditional to the occurrence of an event above
the damage threshold, i.e., that an events with Mw ≥ 4.65 will certainly
occur
• the multiplication by Nl is based on the hypothesis that seismicity is a sta-
tionary feature in each specific zone. This implies that the parameters of
the distribution do not change with time and that the data set used with
the completeness interval is a representative sample of the distribution of the
size of the earthquake. We recognize that the latter is a strong assumption;
however, it is the basic assumption for every standard seismic hazard study.
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3.2.3 Posterior distribution
The posterior distribution is obtained by letting the a priori distribution be mod-
ified by the available data using Bayes’ theorem (equation 1). In particular, for
zone l (l = 1, · · · , 36), by using equation 9, with data yil just computed (equation
10) we obtain
[θl|y] = Di(α1 + y1l, · · · , α12 + y12l) (11)
4 Results
For the sake of conciseness, only the results of the historical completeness are
presented. For statistical completeness we obtain similar results, which we provide
as electronic supplementary material.
For example, we first present the plot of the marginal posterior distributions for
4 zones, by using the data obtained by applying historical completeness estimates.
Zone ZS901 is a zone with a few events (see figure 1). Figure 3a shows its marginal
posterior distributions. The abscissa represents the probability θi (i = 1, · · · , 12)
that a certain magnitude will occur, given our a priori information and the past
events; the y-axis represents the posterior probability distribution of each proba-
bility θi (i = 1, · · · , 12) class. A remarkable aspect of ZS901 is that the marginal
posterior distribution of class 3 is similar to the one of class 2. This means that the
relative frequency of class 3 is higher than the one expected by a simple power-law
distribution.
Zone ZS905 (figure 3b) is one of the areas with the highest number of events
(figure 1). Classes 1, 2, 3 have classic bell-shaped distributions, these marginals
are peaked (low epistemic uncertainty), since they are well populated (26,13,12
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events in the time completeness, respectively). Remarkably, the occurrence of
a class 9 event (Mw = 6.6) is more probable than a class 7 (Mw = 6.14) or 8
(Mw = 6.37) event. A quite similar situation can be found in ZS923 (figure 3c),
also a very active seismic zone. There is a collapse of the marginal distributions
of class 5 (Mw = 5.68) and 6 (Mw = 5.91) in an almost single curve, while the
amount of data in class 1 (51 events) makes the bell shaped distribution more
peaked (decreasing the epistemic uncertainty) with respect to the other 3 zones.
We display the plot for zone ZS931 since it shows a particular case with more
strong events than medium ones. This is shown in figure 3d, where the marginal
posterior for class 10 is higher than expected from an a priori G-R based marginal
distribution.
In order to visualize the relative influence of the prior model and the past ob-
servations in the posterior estimate, we then compare the prior – based on a G-R
distribution with b = 1.17 – with the posterior. We compare the median of the
Dirichlet prior and posterior distributions, and the 10th-90th percentile, for each
single zone. These comparisons give an overall and reliable representation of the
distributions, providing the central value and as well the confidence boundaries.
In principle it would be possible to analytically compute the percentiles if the
probability density functions were analytically integrable. However, in our case
this is not an easy task because of distributions are 12-variate Dirichlet distribu-
tions. Because of this, for each zone we generate 10000 synthetic draws from the
Dirichlet prior and posterior distributions with 12 variates, and compute the 10-
50-90 percentiles of the synthetic draws. We use the percentiles and not the mean
specifically, because the estimate of the mean from a finite number of draws is less
stable than the median, especially when the mean is very low (if the mean is of
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the order of 10−n, we need at least 10n+1 draws for a stable estimate). In figure 4
we plot the median of the synthetic Dirichlet draws and the shaded grey areas of
the 10th-90th percentile, for both prior and posterior distribution for each single
zone.
The first comment is that as more and more data are available, the epistemic
uncertainty decreases, if compared to the one of the prior model, as for example
ZS905, which has a narrower dark-gray area (posterior confidence interval) than
light-gray one (prior confidence interval).
The second point is that for almost half of the zones, the posterior probability
of the medium and/or high magnitude classes seems to be increased, if compared
to the prior. In more detail, there is an increase in the probability of medium size
magnitude in the areas in the Northern Apennines (e.g., Zones ZS912, ZS914 and
ZS917) with an increase of probability for classes 5 (Mw5.68) and 6 (Mw5.91). In
Friuli region, Central Apennines, and Calabria Belt (e.g., respectively Zones ZS905,
ZS918, ZS919, ZS923, ZS927, ZS929, and ZS930) the probability is increased for
high classes of magnitude, like class 8 (Mw6.37) and above. This could reflect the
difference in magnitude size distribution between the Northern Apennines and the
Eastern Alps or Southern Apennines. There are some other areas in which the
opposite seems to occur, i.e., the posterior distribution shows lower probability
value compared to the prior ones, like Zones ZS913, ZS915 and ZS920 in North-
Central Apennines. In these zones, in general, magnitude classes between 1 and 4
(Mw4.76 - 5.45) have more events than median to high classes. There are areas,
as well, in which the posterior does not differ from the prior, like Zones ZS904,
ZS908, ZS909, ZS911, ZS922 and ZS931.
A key point is that, in most of the areas in which the posterior distribution
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seems significantly different from the prior, this shows a preferred magnitude or
group of magnitudes, rather than showing a different power law. In other words,
the analysis seems to reflect a change in the slope of the power law, rather than
a deviation from the power-law distribution. This deviation is significant since it
is outside the confidence interval. This tendency lead us to compare our posterior
size distribution with the one applied in MPS04, based on a power-law, which in
some ways represents a reference benchmark for the earthquake size distribution in
Italy. Figure 5 shows the mean values of the prior, the posterior — plus and minus
one standard deviation, grey area in the picture — and the values used in MPS04,
with the b-values calculated in that elaboration for each zone and time-interval
completeness estimate. In particular, to agree with our initial statement to have
at least one Mw ≥ 4.65 event in each zone, we normalized the frequency of each
zone to 1, by imposing
∑12
i=1 fi = 1, where fi are the frequencies estimated from b-
values of the G-R distributions (MPS04). We refer to these curves as MPS04-GR.
To compare our results with the MPS04-GR we are forced to compare the mean
values, rather than the median, since the average is the only value available from
MPS04 elaboration. The main difference between our posterior and the MPS04-
GR is that in the areas in which deviations from the power-law are shown, the
MPS04-GR decreases the b-value, leading to a general increase in the probability
of occurrence of the large magnitudes, without capturing the distribution shown
by the data, based on the occurrence of a preferred magnitude size (see Zones
ZS925, ZS929, and ZS935, for instance).
To check the stability of our results we have performed the same strategy
considering only 6 classes of magnitude, i.e., grouping the events of classes 1 and
2 into a new class 1, the one of classes 3 and 4 into a new class 2 and so on. The
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central magnitude values of the new classes are Mw 1 = 4.88;Mw 2 = 5.34;Mw 3 =
5.80;Mw 4 = 6.23;Mw 5 = 6.72;Mw 6 = 7.18 with an incremental step of 0.46.
The results show the same patterns outlined in figure 4, when comparing the prior
and posterior distribution (see figure 6), and in figure 5, when comparing the
posterior and the MPS04-GR (see figure 7). This indicates that our results are
not the consequence of incorrect magnitude evaluation, but reflect the behavior
the earthquake size distribution.
5 Conclusions
This work is the first attempt studying the size distribution of earthquakes using a
Bayesian approach. The methodology, developed in the context of natural hazard
in Marzocchi et al. (2004, 2008), has been applied to the Italian seismicity, by
using the most recent information regarding the seismic catalog (CPTI Working
Group, 2004) and the seismic source zones model (Meletti et al., 2008). The aim
of this work is to quantify the statistical size distribution of earthquakes in Italy.
Using this methodology, we are able to quantify how much the real data move away
from the a priori distribution based on a power-law G-R distribution for the size of
earthquakes. By using Bayes theory, we let the past data modify the a priori pdf.
Our results are then compared to the current reference size distribution, that has
been used in the set up of the official seismic hazard map MPS04 (MPS Working
Group, 2004) by using the G-R distribution calibrated separately for each zone.
As a general comment, the MPS04-GR is able to capture the main trend in
earthquake size distributions for different areas. In fact, zones with more strong
events (e.g., ZS931) have lower b-value, in absolute value, than zones with more
medium events (e.g., ZS920). But MPS04-GR is not able to capture other as-
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pects of earthquake size distributions, as the flattening for medium-magnitude
classes 5, 6 and 7, which occurs in many zones (e.g., ZS902, ZS904, ZS910, ZS914,
ZS918, ZS919, ZS923 etc). Furthermore, calculating the b-value for each zone
independently, as done in MPS04, implies working with few data, increasing the
uncertainties on relevant estimates.
It is important to remark that our results are based on the hypothesis of sta-
tionarity in the seismicity, which is currently adopted in many papers on statistical
seismology. In any case, there is a debate on the correctness of adopting catalog
that covers different time spans, because this implies that the seismicity rate is
constant with time. To partially check whether this bias affects our results, we
re-run our analysis considering only the classes from 5 and above, and a common
time span from 1500 to 2002. The result of this test confirms our previous con-
clusion, apparently excluding a bias due to the stationarity hypothesis This test,
however, is not exhaustive, since we can compare only events with medium-high
classes of magnitude. We can not investigate the possible changing rates in the
medium size seismicity, since there is not historical data in ancient times.
A second aspect we want to emphasize in this discussion is the physical reasons
for the mismatch between the posterior distributions and the G-R one. It seems,
from figure 4 and 5, that for some zones there are some “preferred” magnitudes (like
class 6, Mw=5.91, for zone ZS926 or class 9, Mw=6.60, for ZS905). This indicates
that the “characteristic earthquake” (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984) behavior
could result in these source zones, where a magnitude class, corresponding to a
main seismogenic fault, is dominant and the other classes represent the seismicity
of the minor fault systems in the zone. But, of course, this feature has still to be
fully explored.
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6 Data and Resources
All data used in this article came from published sources listed in the refer-
ences. Some plots were made using the Generic Mapping Tools version 4.2.1
(www.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt; Wessel and Smith, 1998)
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Figure 1: The seismic zonation ZS9 and distribution of the events in CPTI04
catalog that are in the complete portion according to the historical approach.
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Table 1: Starting date of the complete period in the CPTI04 catalog according to
the historical approach for the ZS9 seismic source zones. In round brackets the
number of events used in the analysis.
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Table 2: Starting date of the complete period in the CPTI04 catalog according to
the statistical approach for the ZS9 seismic source zones. In round brackets the
number of events used in the analysis.
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Table 3: A priori α parameters. They are the normalized frequency of occurrence
of the 12 magnitude classes, on the basis of INGV-CNT catalogue, with b-value
of 1.17.
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Figure 2: The magnitude-frequency relation of Mw ≥ 2.9 events since 1981 (data
from INGV-CNT catalog). We plot the value of b of the Gutenberg-Richter relation
from a Maximum Likelihood Estimation.
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Figure 3: Marginals posterior distributions for the 12 states for zone ZS901(a),
ZS905 (b), ZS923 (c) and ZS931(d)
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32
Figure 4: Marginal probability distribution of earthquake size for the different
zones based on the historical completeness estimates, for the prior and posterior
distributions. Diamonds represent the 50 percentile for the posterior Dirichlet
distribution; Stars represent the 50 percentile for the prior Dirichlet distribution.
Dark-gray area covers the area of the 10-90 percentile of the posterior Dirichlet
distribution; light-gray area the same but for the prior Dirichlet distribution. Top
panel: zones 1 to 12; Middle panel: zones 13 to 24; Lower pannel: zones 25 to 36.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the mean values of the probability distribution of earth-
quake size for the different zones based on the historical completeness estimates.
Diamonds represents the mean for the posterior Dirichlet distribution. The gray
area is the ±σ value. Stars: the mean of the prior distribution; Plus the MPS04-
GR distribution. Top panel: zones 1 to 12; Middle pannel: zones 13 to 24; Lower
pannel: zones 25 to 36.
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Figure 6: Marginal probability distribution of earthquake size - now for 6 larger
classes - for the different zones based on the historical completeness estimates, for
the prior and posterior distributions. Diamonds represent the 50 percentile for
the posterior Dirichlet distribution; Stars represent the 50 percentile for the prior
Dirichlet distribution. Dark-gray area covers the area of the 10-90 percentile of the
posterior Dirichlet distribution; light-gray area the same but for the prior Dirichlet
distribution. In picture, only 12 out of 36 zones are shown, as sake of comparison.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the mean values of the probability distribution of earth-
quake size - now for 6 larger classes - for the different zones based on the historical
completeness estimates. Diamonds represents the mean for the posterior Dirichlet
distribution. The gray area is the ±σ value. Stars: the mean of the prior distri-
bution; Plus the MPS04-GR distribution. In picture, only 12 out of 36 zones are
shown, as sake of comparison.
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